Our Knight Order and Occultism; Any Relationship?
Occultism can be defined as secrete operations that translate to the tenets of the
world secret societies and groups with hidden intentions ,dark practices and
mysterious activities which non-members are not permitted to participate in. They
may be registered clubs or organizations whose activities and inner functioning are
concealed from non-members and the government. Secret Societies are well
organized conspirators working in secret to achieve a hidden agenda in which
members use secrecy to protect themselves and their movements. General public
view secret societies as malevolent organizations working against the general will
of mankind and God. Members may be required to conceal or deny their
memberships and they are often sworn to hold the society‟s secrets by an
obligatory oath and violating the oath is consequential such as in application of
ruthless sanctions and punishments. The following are some of occult related
objects and activities-numerology, fortune telling, sorcery, psychic healing, rituals,
soul travelling, voodoo, santeria, mediums, hypnotism, palm reading to mention
few amidst their countless and repulsive norms.
The Oxford Dictionary defines Knight, “a man upon whom non-hereditary dignity
of knighthood is conferred by sovereign because of personal merit or for services
rendered to the country”. A Knighthood is an honour whereby one is made into a
knight and one can then be called “Sir” e.g. Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa and Sir
Isaac Newton etc.
Surely, therefore, this definition is the reason for us to select Very Important
People all over the World to be included in this prestigious Internationally
Chartered Knighthood incorporated under the laws of the government and filed at
the office of the Secretary of the First State of United States of America (State of
Delaware) which is due for award individual because of their service for mankind.
Therefore, anybody that we know who has attained the status to be called “Sir”
because of their excellent productive performance in the society deserves this
honorific title.
On recommendations of Very Important People in the World and confirm by any
of our Officer in the World on the above subject matter refers.

The Chartered World Order of the Knights of Justice of Peace Inc. is an
international, non-political, non-denominational and independent, non-profit and
Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) according to the European Convention on
the Recognition of the legal Personality of International Non-Governmental
Organization. It is internationally chartered incorporated under the Laws of 1776
of the United States of America and filed at the Office of the Secretary of the State
with File Number 5704648.
For the mission of promoting Justice, Freedom, Unity, Love and Peace by
awarding qualified individual various knighthood according to their level of
contribution to the society. Traditionally, it has been organized as a Chivalric
Order. The Order shall proliferate as a non-profit society. Admission shall be
possible for any person of good standing no matter their social or political
affiliation.

Our Philosophy
MISSION:
To try to maintain an international reputation for highest quality of justice,
freedom, unity, love, financial aid and moral excellence for promotion of the
social, cultural and economic well-being of mankind.
VISION:
To create a Centre of mortal excellence defined by well-articulated international
programme that will produce creative and innovative mind.
The Chartered World Order of Knights of Justice of Peace was chartered in the
State of Delaware, United States of America to preserve the peace in unruly areas.
They were responsible to the people for ensuring that the law was upheld, and
preserved the “People‟s Peace”, and were known as Keepers of the Peace or
Justices of Peace
The Chartered World Order of Knights of Justice of Peace is a registered Non
Government Organization (NGO), The organization was established by highly
respected members of the public‟s who play an important role in modern and
revolving society.
Our Aim and Vision is to uphold Peace through just means and Justice through
peaceful means as well as to co-operate with other societies worldwide with the
same interest of preserving justice and peace.

The Chartered World Order of Knights of Justice of Peace has always contributed
to the preservation of Justice and Peace throughout the World by promoting and
educating civilians on the subjects such as Science, Culture, Humanitarian,
Philanthropy, Culture, Social and Communication without distinction of Race,
Culture, Sex, Nationality, Language, and Religion to create a Safer and Better
World.
Why Knights
“This is The International World Great Prestigious Awards on the Most Eminent
People of World on their course in pursuit of the Justice and Peace in the World on
their numerous specialty of Achievements as an Honor that would be given them
the Title: The Chartered World Knight of Justice of the Peace “(Sir) and (Dame)
for the Female added to their respective names Assembled by The Chartered
World Order of the Knights of Justice of Peace Inc, Headquarters Located in
America, Africa, Asia, Europe and Oceania”
Aims and Objective
(1.) To serve as a liaison body between the Government or similar Associations in
other States and members of the public; as well as to organize International Justice
Day and International Peace Day as a major event held annually to create
awareness among public on the importance of Peace and Justice and at the same
time, gather more support for the common cause.
(2.) To honour those who have devoted themselves in pursuit of peace and justice,
locally and internationally. Wherein those who have been honoured, would be
given the title “The Knight Justice of the Peace” added to their respective name.
It is pertinent to note that medieval knighthood which was dated back to the 11th
century has evolved over centuries . As aforementioned, knighthood in the
contemporary age is honorary - the first Nigerian to be knighted for instance was
Kitoye Ajasa originally called Edmund Macaulay (August 10th 1866-1937).
Being a confidant of Lord Lugard and a seasoned Nigerian lawyer during colonial
rule, he was knighted in the 1928 birthday honors. Birthday honors in 1928 were
appointments by king George V to various orders and honor classes (knights,
Knight Grand Cross etc) to reward and highlight good works by citizens of the
British Empire; Nigeria inclusive. The proceedings of the knight orders were
purely ceremonial with decorations using medals, ribbon and badges, civilian stars
and insignia in similitude to our own order. Unlike in the early centuries when
orders were formed for a specific cause as in The Jesuits which were military

religious order of the Roman Catholic with diverse evolutions. Some of the
evolutions are Knights of Templar; a secret body saddled with the responsibility of
securing Holy Land‟s pilgrims. Also, worthy of notes are Knights of Columbus,
knights of Malta etc. and Illuminati. Each of this has sworn secret oaths related to
the oath of the Jesuits and their allegiances were consummated via initiation,
rituals, vows and other means.
The Chartered World Order of the Knights of Justice of Peace Inc. is purely to
recognize world heroes and heroines that have proffered one or two solutions to the
problem they met on earth and have worked assiduously to leave this world in a
better form. To be succinct , the following have been blacklisted by us; The
freemasonry, illuminati, Krypteia, the Fenians, the black hand, the templar, the
majestic 12, the great white brotherhood, Gareth knight, ordo temple orients and
any group whose stance is against Almighty God that formed the world and whose
dedication is to the Devil; the apostle of lies. Satan has been a grand deceiver from
Eden, his call is to lure people to hell by deception and make this world a waste at
long last. We are not unconscious of the conspiracy theories of the globalists
(Illuminati) that have embarked on interplanetary missions with their money to end
this world abruptly. Some have built bunkers for hiding while fomenting the 3rd
world war. But then, we are on the side of the Creator who will not allow His
works to be marred. Our activities and theirs are very antithetical because we
operate in the broad daylight to honor those who oppose satanic mission of
making this world a mess and to recognize good acts of peace.
We can say that our knight order and occultism are two parallel lines that can never
meet since we don‟t operate in darkness, no secrecy of any form, no oath to swear
and no ritual to perform. Besides, we have never been in accord with any secret
group and we will never. Some of the honors conferred by us have been in the
order of Jesus Christ and in Islamic order. These are the only two religions that
project our theological beliefs and faiths in the divinity. Any other means is bogus,
heretical and pejorative.
An honorary PhD Is awarded to well meaning citizens not because of having been
„drilled‟ in a particular field of study but because of the recipient meritorious
service in any facet of life. In the same vein, our “Sirs” and “Dame” are reserved to
people that have not been „drilled‟ as medieval knights per say but those that have

discharged responsibilities worthy of note (but yet to be noted) in pursuing global
peace.
There are scores of occult groups in our society whose deity is Satan and Lucifer
their object of worship. Atheists are conveniently aligned with the Illuminati
because their modus operandi is towards ruling the world and creating a new order.
They are globalists with the conspiracy theory of one government, one religion
and one currency among others. They have the same ideology with freemasonry
and many including world celebrities, politicians and rulers follow them today
blindly.
Worthy of note is the fact that these nefarious groups canvass for followers in the
secret but we knight people openly without ANY rituals. They are mysterious and
clandestine but we are plain. They operate in the darkness while we don‟t have any
special operations nor periodic meetings. They are ritualistic; we are in the clear.
They have symbols and signs which can never be understood by non members
while we use logo for branding and is well explained to all. They are covert
fraternity but we are children of light. They have a consensus objective and are
willing to spill the last drop of their blood in their cause being villains; we are
heroes. Occultism is something pertaining to magic which defies orthodox science
or scriptural (Bible and Al Quran) establishments and is hidden from the eye and
beyond the realm of human comprehension-this is their order and not ours‟. The
Chartered World Order of the Knights of Justice of Peace and Occultism are two
parallel lines which can never converge.

